Moshe Siselsender

Question

Israel vs the world and USA
what should Israel do to maintain its right to all of the land in Israel that it conquered from
Jordan in 1967 and at the same time not become isolated?

Response

Israel must adopt the Bible that explicitly states that all of Israel and
Jerusalem was granted by God only for the Jews. The Levy report shows that by international law Jews and not Palestinians are the legitimate owners of all of Judea, Shomron, Gaza, and Golan old.
Jerusalem and certainly new Jerusalem and the new cities towns and villages built by Jews since 1860 belong to the Jews and not to the Arabs or to the newly created
“Palestinians” If Israel itself fails to assert its legal right to keep all the land in Judea and Samari and Gaza and of course in historical Jerusalem how do we expect the anti-Semitic world to
agree? This is the same world who would not bat an eye if all the Jews in Israel and Europe would God forbid be killed?

The attitude of these
anti-Semites is crystal clear. It does not need any further elaboration. Israel receives no military equipment or monetary assistance from England or France or any of the European antisemitic
countries. The only one Israel gets military aid is the USA. Israel must navigate its policy to give lip service to the political needs of USA policy. At the same breath not take any tangible steps to
create a Palestinian State.

If push comes to shove and the USA cuts support at the UN, so what? What are the Security Council resolutions mean any way?
If the USA cuts its financial aid and supply of military supplies such a move will be a blessing in disguise. Israel will develop its own supply of tanks armaments air planes
ships and submarines. Israel will develop other markets in China Russia India with out the restrictions of the USA to sell to these customers.

None of the
antiSemitiv Europeans and certainly not the USA will send military forces to secure any Palestinian State. No country in the world will sacrifice the life of one soldier for the newly invented
“Palestinian people and Trojan Horse State of Palestine”

TORAH LAW PERMITS THE DESTRUCTION OF ALL THE ONE BILLION
Europeans and one billion Muslims by the use of atomic weapons if they try to force Israel to commit suicide by accepting a “Palestinian State”